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Border agency condemned over backlog

By Dominic Casciani
Home affairs correspondent

MPs say the UK Border Agency is still plagued by backlogs of unresolved immigration cases.
The Home Affairs Committee said it had been supplied incorrect data by the agency for six years, and "repeatedly misled" by former
head Lin Homer.
Ms Homer, now the head of Revenue and Customs, said the accusation was unfair and untrue.
The report comes as the prime minister announces steps to restrict the rights of some immigrants to social housing.
In its latest report into the immigration agency, the committee said that for six years UKBA had repeatedly supplied incorrect information
about the size of the asylum backlog and measures supposedly being taken to trace others with whom officials had lost contact.
The MPs said the failure to trace these other migrants, whose cases were placed in a closed "controlled archive", led officials to
conclude that they were not in the UK when in fact tens of thousands of them could be.
The report said that the total backlog of unresolved or disputed immigration cases in the UK was 312,726 at the end of September last
year - but it was not possible to be sure if that figure was accurate. Officials say the committee's figures include cases that have either
been closed or should not be considered as part of a backlog.
"Lin Homer, who was in charge of the Agency for much of the period in question, has repeatedly misled the Committee over the size of
the asylum backlog and still refuses to take responsibility for her failings," said the committee.
"It is shocking that after five years under Lin Homer's leadership an organisation that was described at the beginning of the period as
being 'not fit for purpose' should have improved its performance so little.
"Given this background, we are astounded that Ms Homer has been promoted to become Chief Executive and Permanent Secretary at
Her Majesty's Revenue and Customs and can therefore have little confidence in her ability to lead HMRC at what is a challenging time for
that organisation."
Ms Homer has already written to the committee to refute the allegations which she says relate to events after she left the agency 18
months ago.
"The suggestion that I deliberately misled the Committee and refused to apologise are both untrue and unfair," she said in the letter. "It is
therefore wholly inaccurate and unfair to seek to ascribe responsibility to me for matters of concern that occurred long after I left the
Agency."
'Turning it around'

Exchequer Secretary to the Treasury David Gauke said that Ms Homer had proven to be a "highly effective chief executive" and was the
right person to lead HMRC.

Immigration Minister Mark Harper said: "We have always been clear that the UK Border Agency was a troubled organisation with a poor
record of delivery.
"Turning it around will take time but I am determined to provide the public with an immigration system they can have confidence in."
But the chairman of the Home Affairs Select Committee, Keith Vaz, told BBC Radio 4's Today programme that the UKBA had suffered
long-term damage and "until that backlog is cleared and no new backlogs appear, it will not be fit for purpose".
He also expressed concern over Ms Homer's appointment at the UKBA.
"We are very surprised that given the background she was put in charge of this organisation. We don't make the appointments, it's up to
ministers and the civil service commissioners to decide," he said.
"But this is a message to those who run the Agency and others, that if they're given superintendence of an agency as important as the
UKBA that it needs to be run properly and people can't just go on being promoted to other jobs unless they answer for what's happened."
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